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Abstract
In qua ntum chemis try d u pe-dimens ional integ rals of the type
J = ! F (r) dr,
In genera l. th e integran d P (r ) extends OW'f all the molecular spar e.
Somntimns , as occur s in density funct ional theory, t he int egrals can not be solved
analytica lly and num erical app roximat ions InlIS! tw used. III molecules , the integra nd
F( r ) is dominated by cusps at atomic nuclei. A pop ular solution to t his mult icente r
int egra tion problem is the unclear weight function scheme proposed by A. D, Becke.
Two algorith ms Lased on Becke's appr oach were developed by P. M. W. Gill ut al. and
lIy Berke. The lat ter was slight ly modified by O. Treut.ler a nd R. Ahlrichs . T hese two
different algorit hms were writ ten in Fortr an 90 and incorpo ra ted in :\IUKgauss.Th is
work investigates in det ail Becke's scheme and the app lication of t he pre vious two
algorith ms to integrat e the cha rge dens ity of a set of te st molecules.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The ne ed for numerical integ rat io n
T\IaIlY proble ms of it scientific nature, in par ticular those aris ing in ap plied ma the-
mntics, t heo reuc al physics, theoretical chemistry or ast ronomy may he formu la ted in
ter ms of deriva tives, the solutions of which may involve the evaluat ion of integrals.
III practice, for most integrals, it is impossible to derive analyt ical solutions, and in
orde r to evaluate them, one must apply techniqu es of numerical integrati on . This
is the c;a.~f' in density functional t heory, OFT , which is used to calculate molecula r
prop erti es. Int egra ting the charg e density obt ained in all init io calculations is another
area of interest. T he rest of this chapter represents t he role of num erical integration
in these area.'>. A brief historical background is introduced as well.
1.2 Density Funct ion al Theory
For a molecular system of N~-eJeetrolls anti M-uuclei, t he Schrudlnger equation is
Hw=Ew (1.1)
E is t he total energy of t he system, II is the Hami ltonian operator, and I{r is the wave
funct ion describing t he system . T he electronic Ham iltonian operator for molecula r
syste ms may be written, in atomic unit s , within t he Born Opp enhe imer ap proxima -
l ion. as
(1.2)
(1.3)
T he first term represent s the kinetic energy of the nlcct.rons, while tit .. second te rm
is the potenti al energy d ue to the electrostat.ic attraction bet ween t i ll' elect rons and
t he nuclei bea ring nuclea r charges ZA. The las t term represents th e pote ntia l energy
due to elect ron- elec tron repu lsion.
Hohonberg - Kuhn [1] showed that t here exists a unique funct ional of the electron
density f! that yields ti le exact ground state energy of the system. Kohn and Sham
[2J connected t he exac t functional with a reference state consist ing of a set of 11011-
interacting one-particle orb it als. T he set of one-particle Schrodtuger eq ua tions which
dete rmine the refere nce orbitals are failed the Kolin-Sham (KS) equa tions [3]
(1.1)
where f l:. is a local one-body potential defined such that the tot al densit y p of the
non-in teruct.ing system is the same as the rea l system , where
(15)
T he KS pote ntial l'b has three components:
(16 )
where i\ / is the elect ron-electron repulsio n Coulomb potential of the electrons. fr". is as
before, and flI< is the exchange-correla tion (XC) potential, which contains everything
else. The exact energ y of the fully interact ing syste m is expressed as
where Ek is t he kinet ic energy of the non-int eracting reference syste m, the second
terril rep resent s t he att racti on energy between t he electrons and the nuclei, the th ird
term is the Coulomb repulsion energy between electrons. and the remaini ng term is
the exchange-correlat ion ener gy related to the exchange-correlation potential by
(1 8)
Th e exact. exchang e-correlation functional is unk nown and Ex c may be ap proxi mated
by
(1 9)
where F is a funct ion of the elect ron de nsit y p{r). The funct ion F is too complicated
to be integra ted analyticall y. Recently, a new theorem by P. G. ~IeJ\ey [4] , stron ger
than ti le Hoheuberg-Kohn th eorem , has proven t ha t all molecular informati on is also
present in any nonzero volume par t of the elect ron den sity. Thi s theor em is known
as the Holographic Electro n Density Theo rem. In chapter 3 some of the techniqu es
to evaluate integrals like th e OIl CS in Eqs . 1.7 and 1.9 will he presented , In particula r,
Becke's scheme [51 for calculating num erica l integrati on of funct ions F (r ), r E R3 ,
associa ted with molecular properties such as th e char ge densit y.
1.3 Molecular orbital charge density
The charge densi ty for a closed shell molecule is given by [6J
N./2
pI') ~ 2 L ".I ')v;I ') (1.10)
when' ~'la is the (lIA molecular orbital and ,Vo is the total number of electrons. 1/1" can
he expanded in terms of t he basis function s o, (r) , i = 1, , . , K in the form
K
l!·a= ~ Cia¢l; .
Substituting Eq. 1.11 in Eq Ull we get
11.11)
p(r )
,,". / 2
2 L L c,.9,( ') L C;.¢jl ')
" , ,
(1.12)
(1.13)
where,
S,/2
I~j :::: 2 ~ c,ae;" (1.14)
is t he density matrix. T he charge density p(r) can be integrated to give the total
numb er of electrons belollgiug to each ato m in a molecule . However, all integration
of ti le form
(U5)
can not be, generally, carr ied out analytically.
1.4 Electron density fo r large molecules
1'. Duane Walker and Paul G. Mezey [7,8J developed a new technique, Molecula r
Electr on Density Lego Assembler ( \ IELDA), to construct the electron density dlstrl-
butlon of large molecules by combining dist-ributio ns of small fragments present in t.he
molecule. T Ilt' method assumes tha t the coutri butiun to the total molecular electron
density of a molecular fragment 0 11 different molecules or different locations of t he
same molecule is quite similar provided that t he molecu lar environments are similar.
First , a database of ab initio electro n densities of various molecules ixgenerated where
the fragments arc obtained from smaller molecules for which ab initio computations
are economic. Th e large molecule whose density dist ribution is being constructed is
part it ioned into fragments which appear in the data base. From Eq 1.13, the elect ron
density is given by
pi' ) ~ L P,, 6.(' ) ¢j (' ).
"
(Ll6)
The dt'usity matr ix for a molecule can be parti t ioned into Xx;'! fragment density
ma trices (pi) where,
Pfj = Pij if both <pi(r) and 4>j(r) are atomic basis funct ions centered
011 nuclei of the fragment
~ P'j if ¢i( r) or oAr) is centere d 011 a nucleus of the fragment
ootherwise
For every partitioning of a molecule into M f ra9 molecular fragments there will be
M/ ra g fragme nt densi ty matrices pi , I = 1, · · · , At f Tag . The to tal density matr ix P is
the sum of the .\!/ra9 fragment density matrices,
(1.17)
The rledlOll density t1(r) of a given molecular fragmen t is
rl( r ) =f i: Pij @i(r ) oj (r )
",oI j= 1
(1.18)
and t he total elect ron density of a molecule is th e sum of the densit ies for ti le frag-
ruents,
M,...
pi') ~ I: p'(,)
1: 1
(1.19)
In t his way Walker-Mezey were ahle to calculate the charge density for large molecules
with more t han 1000 atoms . Yl"I., this is anot her area where numer ical integration
is a valuable too l to integrate the charge density and obt ain till' number of electro ns
belonging to each atom, and for energy calcu latio ns using Dr T, as well. The fact
th at numer ical integra tion algorit hms are very suitable for paralleliz ing ma kes it even
more valuable in ab initio calculations for very large molecules, such as proteins.
1. 5 Historical background
According to t he Oxford English Dict ionary, cubatu re is th e determinatio n of the
cubic conte nts of a solid , th at is, th e comput ation of a volume. T hus cubature
formul ae are formulae which est ima te volumes [91.
Ancient Egypt ians and Babylonians were the first to try to derive cubatu rc Iormu-
lap. Th ey had precise and accurat e rules for finding t he arcus of t rian gles, trapezoids,
circle, and the volumes of parallelpip eda, pyramids, and cylinders (for the Babylon ians
1f equalled S for t he f\'1' pt ians 2.15/81) [10].
Around 450 D.C., one of Pythagoras ' pupils, Bryson, is thought to have been
a major cont ributor to the met hod of exhaustion which effectively covers th e are a
between It curve and an inscribed polygon by successively increasing the number of
sides of the polygon. Around 430 B.C., Ant iphon considered th e area of a circle
using the same approach. About 60 years later, Eudoxus used the meth od to find t he
volumes of the cone and the cyliudor . By 225 B.C. Archimed es had used the met hod
of exhaustion for find ing t he area of a segment of a parabola and th e volum e of a
sphere.
T he sta rt of the modern st udy of volume computation is usually linked to Kepl er
(1615). Kepler computed the volume of the rask by discretbling the volume into a
series of shallow cylind ers. Th e firs t cubat ure formula IVIiS const ructed by Maxwell
(1877). The !\lout eCarlo meth od, developed in 1945, is anot her way to integr ate a
function. Ot her qunsi-Monr.Carlo methods have evolved since the n.
1.6 Outline
Chapter 2 presents a background for numeri cal integration in one- and multi -
dimensions . In chapte r 3 an overview of numerical integration schemes designed es-
pecially for polyaromic systems will be presented , In par ticular Becke's method will
be reviewed in some det ail. Chapter 4 introduces the standard grid SG- l pro posed
by Pete r .\I.W. Gili ct al. along with a description of t he three-dimensional grids de-
veloped by O. Treutler and R. Ahlnc hs . Chaptcr S is an overview of the new featu res
added to FORTRA~ 77, namely Fortran 90 . Cha pter 6 investigate, the app lication
of SG-l Oil a variety of molecules. Chapter 7 is the concl usion of th is work along with
some ideil.~ for future work.
Chapter 2
Numerical integration
2.1 One dimensional integration
Given a fun ction Y "" q:.(x) defined on t he interval [a, b]. the general procedure to
integ rate this fun ction nume rically is to consider the inte gra l as the area und er the
curve y = ¢(x) , Figure 2,1. If we divide the range of integration [a ,b] into X - I equa l
inte rvals (Xi,Xi+l) of len~t ll h and height "' (Xi)' i = 1, 2, ..,.N with Xl = a and X.v =
b. the n the iuiogral of ¢(.r) as N -t oo, can be written as
(2.1)
this summation is known as a qua dr ature. In general th e int erval s do not need to be
equal. A mo re general approximation can be given by :
(2.2)
Th e weight factor s, Wi , are proport ional to the inte rval width s between t.llt' node s X i .
Y-+(x)
10
Figure 2.1: Numerical integr atio n of a simple funct ion Y = , (x)
The points Xj are also called abscissae. Numerical integrati on [1O,11,12,13,14,15J
methods differ in the way they select the abscissae. Some methods choose the base
points for convenience, e.g., to correspond to discrete data points . Othe r methods
are developed to give a 'best' approximation to the integral and the abscissae are
positioned to achieve the highest accuracy. Both methods app roximate the function
16(x)by interpo lat ing polynomi al p...(x) of degree m. A polynomial is chosen such
tha t it intersects ;(x) at the abscissae Le.,
(2.3)
Two simple polynomials of degree one and two are shown in Figure 2.2.
,
.
(~
, ,
.,
Figure 2.2: Numerical integration of a funct ion by approximation with polynomials
of degrees: (a) m = 1, (b) m =2
11
12
Eq. 2.2 t an also be written as
I N =t w(x)f(x)dx = f, c;f(x;)
a ,,,,I
where
¢J(x) = IU(X) f (;t)
and Ci are the weight factor s.
(2.4)
Th e function w(x) is called the weight functi on It is a part of th e integrand that
could arise so frequently tha t it is usual to write it as a sepnrute entit y within the
integrand [13]. It could Of' an awkward part like a singular ity. The weight func tion
does not explicitly appear in the resultin g quadrature rule. T his implies th at th e
weights and t he abscissae of any resulting quad rature rul e will depend on w{x). For
example
w(x) =_1_
~ (2.5)
in the r-ase of Ga uss- Chebyshev formu la of th e first kin d (gel.' Eq . 2.13 below) . W hen
w(x) = 1 and t he ab scissae ar e equ ally sp aced. the qua dratu re formul ae are known
as Xewton -Co tes type quad ra tu re formulae. Examples of these quadr utun- s are r.hc
Trape zoidal m il, lind Simpson's rule. T he Trapezoida l rule is obtai ned when the
integran d f(x) is fitt ed by the st raight line throug h the end points (u,f(u)) and
(b,f(b)) (101. That is
t f(x) dx::: t (a:r+ V)113: = (b; a) (f(a) + f(b)) (2.6)
where
u ~ f( b) - f(")
b -a (2.7)
13
and
(2.8)
Simpson 's rule is generated by fitti ng a quad ratic to fIr) at the th ree points
(a, J( a)), (b, j (b)) and (e,j(e)) with c = (a + b)j2 . This proces s yields:
t j (x)dx ~ t (IlX2 + 1,'7 + w)dx = ~ (f (a ) + 4/ (e) + f(b) ) (2.9)
wher e
(e - b)1 (0) + (n - e)1(b)+ (b - a)! (c)
u = (c _ a)( b _ rHo _ b)
W- 1:2 )I (a) + ((2 - (l~ )f (b) + ( 0 2 - b2 )f (c)
v = ~ - a)(b -~(a -~
be(r - b)f (a) + ac (a - c)f(b) + ab(1J - a)f(c)
{c n)(b ella b)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
and h is the distance between two nodes . Trape zoidal formu la has dpgrf't' one, Simp-
son 's rule has deg ree th ree although it was designed to integrat e a quad rati c.
When th e abscissae ar e not equally spa ced , t he quadrat ure formulae ar e said to
be of Gaussi an type . Examp les of Gau ssian quad ra t ure rules are given in 'fable 2.1.
The Gauss-Chebyshe v rilles stand out from t he ot her rules in t ha t their weights
and abscissae can bc express ed in closed ana lytic form, rather t han as tab les of high
precision real numbers. The Ganss-Chehyshev formula oft he first kind is given hy [13].
t' 1 11 N1-1..;r=x'i! (x) dx ~ N ~!(x, ) . (2.13)
14
___ ---'T"'ab"",C-'"2.1.: Examples of Gaus:;ian quadra tu re rules
w( x )
( l - x~t t/2
exp (_ x2 )
exp[c-z]
interval of inte gra tion
[1 ,-'1
[',- '1
(- 00,00)
[a.co]
quadr atur e rule
Gauss-Legendre
Gauss-Che byshev
Oauss-Hennit
Gauss-L aguerre
The weight s are all equ al, 7rf I\l , for all i and t he abscissae X; the Z('TOS ort he Cheby shev
polynomial
T.v(x) = cos(]\ ' arccos (x ))
are given by
x; =cos (2 j2~Vl)1T, i= l, . . .x.
The Gaus s- Chebyshe v formula of the second kiud is
[ v'f=X'2 f( x)d x ~ f.Ci!(Xi)
-I , ,,-I
where
and
Xi = cos(Nt:1) .
(2.14)
(2 15)
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
15
2.2 From one-dimensio nal t o multi-dimensional
int eg rat ion
T he problem to be addressed wit h multi-dimensional integ rals is to evaluate [10,12J
where n is a region in th e a- dimen sional space, dXldx2 " ·dx" is the n- dimensioual
volume element. Th e usual approach is to tr eat Eq. 2.19 as a recursive set of OiW-
dimensional integral s to yield a produ ct ru le of the form
I ~ :E .. .f: tv ;, ll "i, . .. W i " <P(Xi" I i " . . . Xi J (2.20)
" ",I i~ ,d
where the weights i/! i j and the absc issae Xi) arc chose n to be approp riate for the
specific dimens ion to which they ar e applied, 1\'1,N2. . . ,N" are the numbe r of ab-
scissap in t he a- dime nsions. In pass ing fro m one-dime nsion to severa l dimens ions ,
a numbe r of new difficult ies arise by com parison with the one-dime ns ional case. In
one-dimension we can restrict ours elves to t hree d ifferent ty pes of integration : the
finite inte rva l, the singly infinite interval , and the dou bly infinite interval. Whelea s
in several dimens ions, there are pote ntia lly an infinite number of differen t types of
regions. Anot her difficulty is that the behavior of funct ions of several variables ca n
be considera bly more complica ted d ian that of fund ions of one variab le. It is also ap-
parent t ha t each dimension will require som e minim um munbe r of integration points
for suita ble accuracy, therefore , even for quite small n , a large number of funct tnn
evaluat ions can be expected. So u-prod uct rules may exist which have an equivalent
degree 171 to a given pro duct rule bu t with fewer points. In two di mensions, SO Ill('
16
formulae haw' been publish ed for the regular polygons. the square , the t rian gle, the
circle, and the surface of a unit sphere [11]- In th ree and more di mensions. a few for-
mulae are known for spec ial regions like t he n-cula- and t he n-sphere [a-di mensional
space ). In pra ctice , till' mort>expensive produ ct ru le yie lds far gre a ter acc ura cy than
the non-product altemauve.
Not all region s of inte gration are feasible for t hr- use of a produ ct rule , but more
romplicated regions can oflen be handled by bn-a king t hem up into subre gions ami
appl ying a prod uct rule to r-ach sub region.
2. 3 n-dimensional formulation of the numerical
int egrat ion p ro b lem
Assume that o (x) is a funct ion couti nous in some do main n in R!' (n-dinwnsional
space ) and integrable () \"¥t a boun ded subdomain n wit h n c n. Ti le main problem
of numerical int egration consists in approximating the integral (15J
1(0 ) = fo Q(x) dx (2.21)
where x is an n - d im('n;;jolJal coor dinate vecto r. Th e integral over 11of ¢{x) ca ll I~
replaced by a linea r combi nation of t he val ues of dl(x ) at t hr ;V poi nts of the set
('.n)
namely
(2.23)
17
Th is gives th e approximate equa lity
1(0) '" 1, (0). 12.24)
As in the case of one-d imension , the numb ers Cj E R are called t he weights, ami the
points x(·) E R" are called t he nodes. T he nodes of K th at lie outs ide narc not
excluded . However, it is preferable tha i the nodes to be inside the region D because
it is not alway s known ill ad vance whet her it is possible to eval ua te the integ ran d in a
poin t outsi de n. T he weights C. are positi ve. If n := 1 th en IN is called a quadrature
formula. If n 2': 2 then Is is called 11 cuba tu re formula . T he choice of t he nod es
x(i) and the weights Cj is inde pendent. of the funct ion ~? T hey arc chosen so t hat
the formula p;ives a good approxima t ion for some class of functions. T he er ror of the
cubaturc formul a is given by
,~ I(¢) - hlo) (2.25)
T he cubaeure for mu la for 4I(x) is exact when th e erro r is zero . It is natural to consi der
sequ ences of cubature formul ae with err ors e( .....} as the number of nodes N increases
In thi s case we speak of a cuhature process . A cubature process converges if for ever y
function in n and integ ra ble over n, the quantity IN(¢J) con ver ges to J(¢) as N -+ 00.
Convergence of the error to ZPfO ma y h e st rong or weak. T he cubature formul a :!.23
is exact for a given set of functions
12.20)
i.e.. t he erro r is zero, if it is exact for each TTl{'mh er 41;. Th e problem of determining
the weights q of an exact formula is dua l to the interpolatio n pro blem of finding a
linear combin ation of t he functions given in Eq. 2.26, c.g ..
(2 .27)
taki ng preassig ned values at t he points given by Eq. 2.22. T he case in which the
functio ns 2.26 consist of polynom ia ls is th e most com mon. If Tn is t he highest degree
of these polynomials, the int erpolation proble m is to find a polynomial p(x ) of degree
at most m ag reeing with ¢J(x) at the given points ,
(2.28 )
Thus the problem of approxi mate integration redu ces to construc tion of cubature
formulae exact for polynomials of degree In . T ile cuba t.ure formulae ar ising ill this
way ar e ofte n caned formulae of inte rpola tory type.
Let P" be the vector space of an polynomials in n variables , and P;:' be a subspace
of I" with all polynomials of degree at most m, A cubarure formula IN for an integral
r has degr cc m if [14J
(2.29)
and
(2.30)
i.e. t he integer 'fit is t he order of a cuh at ure formula 2.23 ifi t is exact for a polynomial
of degree m and not exact for a polyn omial of degree m. + 1. Because P:;' is a vector
space , the condit ions 2.29 and 2.30 are equivalent. to
(2.31)
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where Pj form a basis for P;;' If the basis and t he number of nodes N arc fixed , then
condit ions 2.31 form a system of nonlinear coueuone
~C;PJ(X(i» ) =I(Pj), j=1, 2, '0' dim P;:'. (2.32)
Each equation in 2.32 b flopolynomial equation. Each 1I0de introduces n+1 un knowns:
the weight and t he n coordinates of the nod e. A cub at ure formula of degre e In wit h N
nodes is d etermined by a system of di m Pt~ nonlinear equat ions ill iV(tt+ l ) unknowns.
2.4 Ro tation invari ant cubat ure fo rm ulae
If the int egrat ion domain ad mits a sufficiently sim ple finite group of tran sform ations
to itself, the calculation of t he nod es and weights of a CUIMt, Ufl' formula invar iant
under th is transformati on group maybe ve ry economical [15].
D efin it ion 2 .1 Let G be a rotation group in R" consisting of the clements
gl,g~, . . •Yq where q is the order of G. All points of the shape g, X (k), X (k) E R" ,
make a G-m'bit of Ih~ point X (k) .
Defini tion 2.2 A set 0 E R" is said to be invarian t with respect to a group G if
g(O) ~ \1 for ali 9 E G. An inllariant polynomia l ofG is a polynom ial p which is left
unchanqed by every t/THis/ormation 111 G. The vector space 01aI/ invariant polynomials
olG is denoted by Pn(G) and the subspace of Pn(G) with only the polynomials a/ degree
:$ 111 is derlOtf1l by P,~ (G )
Definition 2.3 A cubature formula is said to be int'ariant with respec t to (I group G J
or simply G- invun unt, if the inteqmt ion domain n is inva riant under G and the .~et
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of llmles X (k) i.~ the U1ion oj G - orbits, and the nodes of the sam e orbit have the same
weight .
Sobolev 's t heorem
Let t he cubature formula IN be G-invariant, then IN has degree fit if
and
3 y E r:':'+l such t hat [ (9) t=- 1", (g)
Sobolev's theorem suggests that we look for invarian t cubat ure formulae . t hat is,
scluuons of the equa tions
(2.33)
where p, form a basis for l'::' (G). Thus the number of linearly independent poly no-
mia ls for which the cubature formula must he exact equals dim P;:'(G) which is less
than dim P;:'. In this way thr- proble m of determi ning the nodes and weights of the
formu la becomes much simpler.
It is convenien t to view a rotation group as a groap of t ra nsformation" of the unit
sphere 5" of R" into itsdf [J5]. For n: 2:: 3 t here are finit e rot at ion groups of regular
polyhed ra . T he grou p that . cor responds to an n-di mensioual .v -hedron is denoted
by C::. For 11 = 3 we have the following nonequiva lent finite rotat ion groups of t he
sphere S3 which keep invariant some regular polyhedron: t he tetrahedral group C;.
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t he octahedral group G~ and tho icosahedra group G~o. From now, the subscript 3
..viii be dropped. Th e group C* can be generated from the group G by addin g the
reflection t ransfor mations to the group G. T he reflectio n tra nsforma tion assigns to a
point of t he unit sp here wit h coordi nates (J, r/J the poin t OJ,4>1 wit h
(!t= 7r -() and 4>1= 11"+0
Lemma
Each polynomial p(x) invariant under the octah edral group wit h reflection (G~n).
is uniq uely represent able as a polynomial in {Tj ,0" 2 , . . • a" where oi.or. . . ,an are
sym metric funct ions given by [Hi]
a~ == L X,2X / ••
;0
(2.31)
2 .5 Rotati on in vari ant cu bat ure formula on t he
sphe re in R3
This sect ion desr-rihes, briefly, Lebedc v's scheme [16,17,18] for t he integra tion nver
th e surface of a sphere. Let S be a unit sph ere of R3 , S == {(x, y, z): X2+y2 +:;;1 = I}.
\\'e can construct a cubat ure formula
l (l ) ~ /, f (x , 1/, ,) ss « /., (1 ) (2 36)
so that it is GS' -lnvanent . Let H be the!octahedron inscribed in the sphere and whose
rota tio ns gener ate GS' . Let its vertices be on the coordinate axes and given by:
8 = 0; .; »:
2
(2.37)
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in the spher ical coordinates (0, ¢I). A sought cubatu re formula takes the form
which exactly integrates all linea r co mbinat ions of spherical harmonics up to and
including order m. T he number of points :.V" i = 1,2 ,3 is ChOS(,1l so that the total
number of unknowns ill the system obtained is equal to the number of equa tions . The
projections of the points U; ( I) , aP), 1.f;(:lJ , hP J and y(k) onto 1{ an' at the vertices.
the mid-points of the edges , the centers of the faces, and on the bisect ors and edges
of the faces of 1i, respect ively. The point s d,lk) are nodes of general positi on . .\ face
of1l is illustrated ill Fig. 2..3
T he codes Gj (k J, bP'), e;(k) , dp l E Shave r.he following coordinates:
(Lj (t) (0,0, ± l ), (0, ± 1, 0). (± 1, 0, 0)
a; (3) (±3- 1/ 2 , ±3-1/2, ± 3 ' 1/2)
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Figure 2.3: One of the eight faces of the octahedron
c,c') (±P.,±q"O). (±P••0, ±q.) , (0,±P••±q.). (±q., O.±P.l
d,:{lrj : (±Tkon ola±w.), (±rIa±tool:. ±U.), (±Uk.±r•. ±WI,) ,
(±u.t , ±Wt , ±r/r), (±wt , ::I:u.t, ±rt), (±Wt . ±rlr" ±Ul,)
: where
(2.39)
and
(2.40)
According to Sobolev'stheoremit i! sufficient to require the quadrature beexact only
forpolynomials invariant with respect to C'., and usingthe fact that all polynomials
invariant with respect to G!Omay be expressed on S as a polynomialin
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(2.41)
where
(2.42)
Lebed ev wasable to lind cubeture formulae up to the .order 53 [18J. Figure 2.4 shows
the nodes of the quadrature of order 53.
Figure 2.4: Nodes of quadrature of order 53, from Ref. 18
Th e quality of the quadr atu re Is given by,
(m+ l)'
"=- -3N (2.43)
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where {m + 1)1 is the tot al number of integra ble spherical harmo nics up to an d in-
eluding order m, and N is the numb er of nodes in tit>' quadra t ure with non-zero
weights . For quadr aunes with a minimu m number of nodes, 7} --+1 as m --+oo.
Chapter 3
Molecular numerical integration
T hree -dlm enslonal integrals of the ty pe
1 = !F(r) dr (3.1)
where the integrand F(r) extends over t he mol ecul ar space, occur frequently in the
calculations of the electron ic structure of molecules. T he presence of a cusp sin-
gulari ty at each nucleus makes the problem of nume rical integra tion quite difficult .
Two differeut app roa ches were develo ped to deal with t his problem. The first one
[19,20,21j divides the molecular space into discrete Vcronoi polyhedra, while t he sec-
ond [5,22,231uses nuclear weight functions. In bo th cases the integral is approximated
by a weighte d suru of the values of th e integrand ill a set of ,V Grid abscissae f . Till'
set of the NG r i d absci ssae with their asso ciated integra t ion weights const it ute a t hree-
di mens iona l grid. Another innovat ive way to deal with th is problem is t he wor k of
Baller and co-workers [24,25,26]. Badr.r has define d atomic frag ment s in molecular
systems 0 11 the basis of the topology of th e tot al elect ron den sity. An in gen ious
numerical te chn ique has bee n devise d fur integration withi n those fragments [25].
Section 3.1 follows closely the work of F. Konig and eo-workers . Section 3.2 prese nts
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a brief review of the bas ic ideas of t he numerical integration over discrete Voronoi
polyhedra. Section 3.3 intro duces a review of t he popular Becke met hod which adopts
the weight funct ion method.
3.1 Atoms in m olecules
Bader propose d a theory of molecular struc ture called quant um topology [24]. Ac-
cording to this theo rem the definit ion of an atom is based on a partitioning of real
space where an open region of t he t hree...dimensional space can be assigned to a suh..
syste m. A subsyste m is defined ill tenus of 11 property of the charge dtstnbunon p.
For a given nuclear configurution (R I , R.2•• . , R M ) where (R l, R 1 , .. , R M ) are t he
coordinates of the M nuclei, th e to pological properties of p are mapped onto t he
associated grad ient field \7p . This vector field is exhib ited via its trajectories in real
space , which are called the gradient path s. .-\ gradi ent path 9( r m) thro ugh a giveu
point r m E R 3 is thu s defined by
9(r", ) = { r(s ) E nJ ; d~~~ ) = \7p(r {s ),X), S E Ic; r (O) = r m} (3.2)
and is orthogonal to a contour of p(r , X ) at any of its points . p(r , Xl descr ibes the
probability density of finding any electr on at the point r ann t he nuclei in tho config-
urat ion X . Au attra ctor of a vecto r field V over R l is, by definition, a d osed subset
G E R3, which :
(J ) is invarian t with respect to the flow of V ; i.e. any trajec tory of V that conta ins
a point of G is whollv contai ned in G;
(2) conta ins all trajectories origina ting in G;
(3) is contained in some open subset B E R3 , such that any trajectory originati ng ill
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B has it,s termin us in G. T he maximal neighborhood Bma:rof G sati sfying require-
ment (3) is called t he bas in of the auractor. The only closed subset s of R3 exhibiting
th e prC\-iOUB prope rties wit h respect. \.0 \lp are the singletons dete rmi ned by the local
max ima in the char ge dis tribution.Thus the nuclei act as the at tract ors of the gradi -
ent vector field derived from the charge d istr ibution. A result of this identifica tion is
that the space of the molecula r charge distribution is par tltjoned into disjoint regions .
the basins , each of which contains our- point au racto r or nucleus . An atom, fret' or
bound, is defined as the union of an at trac to r and it s associated basin .
Anot her way of defining an atom is to define it ill terms of its boundary. The
regions encompassing the at oms are delimited by surfaces S that sa tisfy the zero-flux
condition:
V'p(r ).n (r ) = 0 , 'i rES (3.3)
where n is the unit vector normal to t he sur face at r . According to Bade r [24], any
atomic property F is the awra!';t~ over the atom ic bas in of an effective single-pa rtic le
density f( r) . Thus the value of ti le prop erty F for an atom i is
F (i ) = L,f (r)dr (3.1)
where n; is the volume of t he at om i. The integration in the last equat ion is ext remely
complicated due to the fad that the at omic surface which bounds the region n does
not in general have a local definition. T he integrat ion meth od develope d by F. Konig
et al. [25) avoids t he direct determinat ion of t ho atomic surfac e by implementing the
definition of au atom as the union of an att ractor and its basin. By inte grati ng along
the trajector ies of V'p(r ) which te rminate at a given nucleus, the basi n of an atom is
necessarily covered and because of th e zero-flux surface condit ion it is impossible to
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cross an intera tomic surface into the basin of a neighbouring ato m. As an illust ra t ion
of his method , Konig calculated th e electro n populat ion of an ato m i by integr at ing
the density oyer the volume 11,
i'vAi) = 10.p(r ) dr (3.5)
for tile molec ules LiF , CO, BeR. BeIh , Table 3.1. Th e primary applications of
Bader 's formalism are theoretical. However, t he numerical integration terhnlque can
be ado pted for general -purpose integrat ion.
Atom S (O)
L; 2.0630
9.9370
Total 12.0000
exact 12.0000
C 4.6544
0 9.3459
TotaJ 14.0003
exact 14.0000
1.8677
Be :3.1321
TotaJ 4.9998
exact 5.0000
BeH
Table 3.1: Eledf(Jll popula t ion, usi ng Konig algori thm (Ref. 2,'))
Molecule
co
LiF
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3 .2 Mo lecular integra tion using di screte pol yhedra
The Vorcnoi polyhedron aro und a nucleus maybe defined as the minimum volume
bounded by the planes that ort hogonally bisect the line segment joining the nucleus
with all adler nuclei [211. It contai ns all poi nts closer to that nucleus tha n to ally OUJ('f
one. Vcronoi polyhedra of different atoms are non-ove rlappi ng and the conj unctio n of
t hem fills all rho spare exac tly. For a part icular polyhedro n, the origin of the (local )
coordinate system is chosen at th e ato m and an atom ic sphere is int roduced inside the
polyhedron. T hus th e integra t ion is separated into one over tilt' sphere and one oyer
t he remaining par t of th e polyhedron . The latter is split into a sum of [tr uncated]
pyramid s, each having its top at th e a tom and its base is one of ti ll:' faces of t he
polyhedron [19J:
T he integration over the atom ic sphe re is carried by separa ti ng the variables and
using the prod uct form
g(r) = !.PbericaJ . url""" F(r,n)dn .
(3.7)
(3.8)
T he sphe rical surface maybe trea ted with a prod uct formula , ther efore reducin g it to
th e one-dimensional case
(3.9)
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It proves t o be advantageous to usc th e spec ial formulae of Lebedev for the integration
over tbe sphere [16,17,181. The rad ial inte gral ra il he evaluated by one of the Gaussian
quadrat ures, such as t he Legendre scheme . For the pyramids a threefold product
formula is used. T he pyram id hase is a poly gon and may have any number of vertic es
P roduct formul ae of quadrangles and t riangles ar e well known . So a polygon wit h
any numbe r of vertices can be repea tedly split into quadrangles , unt il a qu adra ngle
or a triangle [ema ills.Afinalfurthersplitt ing in subrep;iolls isperformed.wfit ing the
pyramid as a sum of pyramids with each a quadrangular (or triangular ) base. In a
very soph isticate d way G.te vcldc and Baercnds were ab le to pe rform the integration
over th e pyrami ds.
3.3 Nuclear weight function m ethods:
Becke 's m e t hod
In this class of methods, t.he molecular integrat ion is broken down into atomic ('OIl+
trlbutions by means of a set of Na weight Iunctionsro. Ir }, i = 1, 2" . . , iVa,also called
part ition functi ons, where iVa is the numb er of atoms in the molecu le. That is the
par ti tion functi ons Wi decompose t he t hree-dim ensional integral into a series of atomic
like integrals, which are much easier to handle. There is a variety of molecular par t i-
t ion schemes in th e literature [5,22,23]. The following is an out line of the molecular
par tit ion scheme proposed by Becke [5].
T he molecular functio n F(r ), r E R3, which has to be nume ricall y integra ted, is
partit ioned into atomic cont rib ut ions Fi( r ).
F (r l =EF;(r) (3.10)
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where, the summation is 0\"(' [ tile numb er of atoms, iVa. Th e atom ic cont ributions
F;(r ) at each grid point r are defined by t he norma lized atomic weight functions tL';(r)
T he molecula r integra l
can be written as
J= JF(r)d r
I =~f F,(r )d r = ~Ji
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
which is a sum over the ato mic integrals Ii. The molecule is partitioned based 0 11 t.lH'
definit ion ofthe at om ic weight function which depends only on the atomic coordinatPS
The par tition function w;(r ) is required to fullfill:
• w;(r);::: 0
• L;;~l w;(r ) "" 1 at any point r ill the 511.:1.(;('.
• Every w;(r) is zero or almost zero in t he vicinity afall t he nuclei ofthe molecule,
except in the vicin ity of the it h nu cleus, where it should he almost unity.
Th e regions in which the part.iuou fuucuo n is close to zero should be large enough to
extinguis h the hig values of t he density at nuclear posit ions.
To generat e Wi , Becke started by pariit ionillf.(the molecular space into the conveu-
t ional Voronoi poly hedra such th at each nucleus is enclosed in 0 111' of t hese polyhedra.
At every grid point , r , confoca l elliptic al coordinate" bet ween all pairs of atoms, see
Figure 3.1 , are defined as
(3.14)
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Figure 3.1: Two nuclei it j in the molecular space , where r ,is a grid Point, Tj and TJ
are the distances to the nuclei j and i , and Jlij ia the internuclear distance.
and Beckedefined the Voronci polyhedron OD nucleus i by the product
w,(r) =II , (P;, )
..
(3.15)
w,;(r ) is called a 'cell function ' and bas value unit y if r lies inside the cell, and zero if
r lies outsid e. S(Ili;) is a step function given by
-1 s IJij ::;;O
O< Jlij ::;:+1
Then Becke 'softened' the discontinuity at Pi; = 0, the mid-point between atoms
i and j such that the w,:(r) are DOW fuuy, overlapping, and analyt ically contin uous
cella. A cubic polynomial,
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(3.16)
is designed with the propert y that
h'(I ) = 0 , h'(- I ) = 0
(3.17)
(3.18)
where hi is the first derivative of h . T his polynomial varies smoothly between the end
points - I and + 1. but it is not sha rp enough. T hus, h(/Jij l is iterated three times,
(3.19)
(3.20)
Becke has reported t hat the cell function becomes too "st ep funct ion like", when
emp loying more than three iterations and leads t o numerical inst abilit ies. With one
or two itera tions t he cell Function becomes too soft and docs not pro perly extinguish
HI(~ nuclear cusp nearby the nuclei, Figure 3.2. Oth er authors haw:'also recomm ended
only three iterat ions.
The uonua lizcd weight functions enterin g the actual qua drature is given by
(3.21)
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1.0
0.'
8(1<) 0.'
0.'
0.'
0.0
·1.0
-0.' -0.' 0' 0.' 1.0 •
Figure 3.2: The step function for iterations 1 to 5, the 3 iteration case is given by
Eq.3.19
where the summatio n over j in the denominato r includes all nuclei in the system.
In the scheme given so far, the space is divided equally between two atoms. Becke
recognized that it is important to have regions of different sizes around each atom.
Therefore, Becke introd uced a change of variable
X-IUii=X+i
(3.22)
(3.'3)
(3.24)
(3.25)
where It, denotes the Bragg-Slat er radius of ato m num ber i The part it ioni ng of
molecular integrals into ato mic co ntri bu tions solve, the problem of nea r singu lar iti es
at nuclear locu tio ns which are in genera l at arbit rary pos itions in space. Out th e pri ce
to be paid is appre ciabl e. Since t he par tit ion funct ion (o,'i must swit ch rath er ra pidly
from I \.0 0 in (or near ) the middl e of the bond , the atomic contribut ions Pi, Fi = 'UJiF
(F is the funct ion to be int egra ted), SIIOW considerably more pronounced vari ati ons
in thes e area.~ of space t han the den sity it self.
3.4 Atomic in t eg rati on
Whi le Ihe par tit ion scheme proposed by BPCke is general and is used by most of
tht> scu-uti fic commu nit y, thc sing le cente r integ rals can he carr ied out in different
ways, hoping to achieve the best efficiency possible. BE'(:Kt· [5] used t he following
algorithm _ Each single-cente r integr al j , in equat ion 3.13 r-an be writ.ten in sp llt'ric al
polar coordinates as
10''''f t..- F;(r , 0, ¢)r2 sin Odr dOdO. (3.26)
It is easy to rearra nge th e above t riple integral into successive one--- and two-
di mensio na l integra ls. In genera l, th e integra tion of a one-dimension al funct ion Ji (x )
ca n be numerically approximated by
(3.27)
Th ere are man y radi al quadrature schemes proPOSN in t he li terature to integrate
Ji (x ) numerically. Bl'(,ke prefers the t ransformed C aus s- Chcbvshcv quadrature (GC)
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of th e second kind [11]. Thi s qua dratu re has the advant age t hat t he absc issae and
the weight s are simple clos ed form ex pressions Following [27,28] the abscissae Xi and
t he weights Wj are defined by
;V + J - 2j 2 [ 2." 2 j7'i ] . j 1f ." jT<Xj ""~+~ 1+ 3sm ("' + 1) xcos( l\, + l )Slll(N + l )
and
Wj = 3(.,;: 1) Sill\\!: 1)'
(3.28)
(3.29)
This quadrature rule gononucs a set of al.srtssae in the Interval [- 1, 1]. Thus the
abscissae have to be map ped into 0 :::;re < :::>0. Becke [5] sllggcstN"i the transformation
ri= n~
I - x ;
(3 30)
where R is a para mete r corresp ondi ng to the midpoint of t he int egrat ion interval at
x = O. R was chosen as ha lf of the Bragg-Slater rad ius of t he respective atom, except
for hydro gen whore the factor 1/2 was uot applied . For ligand at oms or at oms ill
linear coordination, Becke assigne d 20 radial poin ts for t he hydroge n atom and an
addi tional five point s for each additional ato mic shell. For cent ral atoms in polyatomic
molecules , all extra 10 radial point s ar e added . For each rad ial shell an angul ar grid
has to be established. T he octahedra grids developed by Lebedcv [1(;,17,181ar e known
to be more efficient than angu lar prod uct grids.
Chapter 4
Two molecular numerical
integration schemes
Many of the codes developed to deal with molecular int egrat ion are-based on the Becke
scheme [29,:\0,31,32,3;11. T he Becke scheme is easier to use t han Velde's scbemelrs]
and 1I11lch easier t hau the Bader t heory [24,25], although Bad..r the ory provides add i-
tional infor mation about the atomic properti es. While t hese codes agree on the way
to div ide the three dimension al molecular space , t hey choose different quadrature '
for mulae to evaluate t he one- and two-dimensional integrals over the at omic cente rs.
Lebedev grids I!'> a pop ular choicefor the integration over t he a tomic surface. Less at-
tract ive is the product formula. For the one-dimensional integral, Gauss- Che byshev
ami Euler Mucfuunn quadrnturos arc quite compet iti ve. T his cha pte r presents in
some detail two pop ular Backe-bas ed SdWllWS for molecular numer ical integrati on .
The first is the stan dard grid , SG-l grid, proposed by Peter ~L\\'. Gill [291 et al.
and has been inr'nrporat.erl into the Q-dlem pro gra m. T he secon d was int roduced by
Becke in his orig inal paper [5] and later modified by O. Treutler and ft. Ahlnchs [31].
These two algorithms have bee n incorporated into t he ab-inltlo package MIJI\ gauss
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[34J. A vari ety of molecules of different sizes was used to evaluate the numerical inte-
gration scheme. The results, including the integration of the charge density and CPU
rime requ ired ar c discus sed in chapter Ii
4.1 The standard grid SG-l
Th e integ ral,
1 = f F {r)dr (4.1)
(4.2)
is evaluated by first separat ing t he radia l and angular int egrat ions by employi ng
prod uct qua dra ture formulae (see Eq. 2.20),
.V· I....n
I ~ L u{ L w7F (I";,O),o, )
; ~ 1 1_1
(13)
N I"is t he number of the rad ial points and S O is the number of t he angular points .u'i
and wf are the radi al and angular weights , respective ly. The inner sum corres ponds
to quadrat ure on the surfa ce of a sphere. Gill [29J used Lebedev grids of dE'gre('
m = 3,9, 15,23 which have iVn = 6,38,86,194. Th e rema inin g problem is to select
wf and r i values, i.e . a quad ra tur e formula of the form
is sought , where
G(r ) = 10"{ "F(r,B,¢J) sin8dBdO
(4.4)
(4.5)
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Table 4.1: Atomic radi i R, in bohr, used in the SG-l grid (Ref. 29)
IVlg
3.1579
2.0,';69 U i385
l\ c Xa
0.6838 <i.ng09
S CI
1.6514 1.4754
atom A He Li Be Be
radius 1.000 0..'i882 3.0769 1.2:108
x 0 F
radius 1.0256 0.8791 0.7892
atom Al S; P
radius 2.5714 2.168 7 1.8750
and
vo
G(r;) =L wf F (r;,Bj"PJ)·
j ,<}
(4.6)
G i~ assumed to be bounded for r = 0 and to decay at least exponent ialiy for large
r . Gill adopted the Euler Maclaurin scheme [32J, where
(4.7)
(cI.8)
and I\" = 50. R is called t he ato mic radius and corresponds HI the maximum of
ti le radial prob abi lity Iuuctlon '11Tr ~ 19{rW of the valence ato mic orbital d.>( r ) given by
Slater 's rules[35]. The atomic rad ii R which follow from thi s definition are given ill
Table ,1.1for the atoms II to Ar .
Gill et al. utilized t he fact that as a nucleus is approache d from the valence region in
a molecule, the electron density becomes more spher ically symmr-r.rir-a] and t herefore
can be tn'atpd by progressivdy less sophis ticated ang ular grids . In this way NU is
depen dent OI l i , and different Lebedev grids are used on different concentri c spheres
Few angular points are used ill t he cure region (Iud relatively man y angular points
Table 4.2: Partit ioning param ete rs used in t he SG~ l grid (Ref. 29)
Atom 0 , n, 0, n.
H-He 0.2500 0.5000 1.0000 4.500 0
u-x- 0.1667 0.5000 0.9000 3.3000
:-';a-Ar 0. 1000 004000 0.8000 2.5000
are used in t he valence region . Oiveu four numbers { n l ,02 ' ('3 ,(~q } and an a tomic
radius R , the four spheres of radii {OIR.(t2R. (Y3R, o~ R} partition an atom into five
regions where duo fifth region is that between the sphere aiR lind the sphere on the
50t h radial point , set' Figure 4.1. Lobodev gr ids with 6,38 ,86 ,19 4,86 points were
employed in the five regions respectivel y. Th e a values for t he atoms from H to AT
are given in Table 4.2, therefore, the specificat ion of the SG~l gritl for t he a toms H
to Ar is comp lete SG~l does not adopt the ' atomic sir!' adjustments' propo sed by
Becke.
4.2 Treutler-Ahlrichs gr ids
O. Treutle r and R. Ahlr iehs [31] developed new grids for t hree-dimensional molecular
numerical integration. T hey used the parti tion funct ions proposed by Becke, bu t with
slight modification in t he atomic size adjustments. Treutler and Ahlrichs replaced th e
para meter X in Eq. 3.25 by
x = Ifi· (4.9)
sphere number 50
uR
u R
-lth region
5th region
Figure 4.1: The 50 -1 Parti tioning of the molecular space.
T hey recorded that the new definition of X has led to a better performance th an
Becke's adju stment , For t hl>rad ial part of the integration they used Gauss -Chebyshev
quadrat ures of the first kind (T 1) and oft he second kind (1'2). To map the imegrauon
interval [- 1, 1] ont o th e interva l [O, oc] the y used four mappings. Table ·1.3 gin'S these
mappings, .\ 1, and th e corresponding J acobia ns.
1\12 is equiva lent to Becke's proposal, Eq. 3.:10, where ~ replaced R Th e sca.litlg
parameter { has first been opt imized in isolated atom calcula tions and t he resulting
values have then been checked in molecular calculations. T he four mapp ings arc
normalized to map the center of the :r interval onto r = 1;. Ml shows th e highest
density of grid point s near r = I; andlow densi ty near r = O. III :\12 (Becke) , t he grid
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Table 4.3: The rarl!~pinW' and the correspo nding Jacobian s
M r dr
xn r =~~ dr =( ~d.r
!l IZ r = {t~ dr =~ ~dI
~13 r =6 1n ~-; dr' = ~dx
M4 r = 6(a +x)Q lu i; dr = -i...
1112
(al~x;Q + a(a + x)"- l l ll l~X dx
poin ts ar e concen trated nea r r = 0 and are exte nded to much larger values th an for
1\11. Thus it does not project enoug h points into the chem ical bond ing region around
r = ( . which mea ns a wast e of mesh points. r-.I3 combines t he advantages of both
mappings M1, 1\12, t.e. a good representation of the regions 'r = ( and r = O. ~H
is an extension of ;"13. where an increase of o shifts grid poin ts toward r = 0 and
r = oc . The best performance is t hat of t he quad rat ure T2 wit h the mapping :>14 for
(} = 0.6. For the ang ular part of the integ ratio n Treutlcr-Ahlrichs used Lcbedcv grids
of degree m ,= 5, 11, 17, 23, 29,3 ,) which correspond to 1..\,50,110 , 194,302, 4:H augular
points respect ively. T hus five three-di mensiona l grids wit h the number of radial points
ranging from 20 to 45 were built.and tes ted . Treut ler and Ahlr ichs 'pruned ' t heir gr ids
which means using small Lebedev gr ids in regions near the nucleus. They divided t he
molecula r space int o three regions and used
N n = 14. for T; , lV"i< -
- 3 (4.10)
,VT . NT
for r., """3 < 1:5: 2 (4.11)
4J
where X fl is t he num ber of the a ngu lar points, NT is t he number of the radi al point s,
and Tj are the radi al points. For t he third region they used:
• .Yo 0= 50, NT= 20 for grid 1
• NI! = 110,!\" = 25 for grid 2
• N fl = 194,Xr == 30 for gri d 3
• Nfl = 302, ;\" = 35 for grid 4
• ;Vll = 434, N T= 45 for grid 5
Treutler and Ahlr iehs perfor med numerous calc ulations using the-five grids and reached
the conclusion tha t grids larger t han grid 3 do not load to improvements in t he re-
sul ts. Therefore, a grid corresponding to N n = 194 and NT = 30 was bu ilt along
with SG-l. Chapter 6 presents th e result s obtained on implemeut.ing these two gri ds .
Chapter 5
Why Fortran 90?
Fortran 90 provides superior facilttles for dealin g wit h. numerical d ata , an d it is the
best lang uage for IIlOS t. applica t ions that arc do min at ed by ma them at ical, engineerin g.
or scienti fic anal ysis. Fortran 90's arr ay-h andling capabilities are outst and ing . Also.
Fort ra n 90 provides excellent mechanisms for pa rt itio ning large codes into smaller.
more manageable pieces. Furt hermore, it supports fea tur es th at facili ta te date hidin g
lind data abstr act ion [36].
5 .1 D rawbac ks of FORTRAN 77
By toda y's sta ndards FOlfJ'RA :" 77 is outmoded. \lany ot her langua ges have been
develo ped which allow grea ter expressiveness and ease of programm ing. T he main
dr awbacks have been identified as [37]:
• FO RTRA ;,\ 77 awkward 'fixed form ' source format. Each Iiue OUl only be 72
chara cters lung, ally text ill nohunn 73 is ignored , the first i) columns are reserved
fOI line num bers . the Gth column can only be used to ind icate a conti nuati on
line. only upper case letter s are allowed anywhere in the program , variable
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names can only be 6 characters , [1 0 in-line comments are allowed. comments
must he Oil a line of the ir own
• Lark of inherent parallelism F'OR'rRA~ 77 has no in-built way of expressin g
parallelism
• Lack of dynamic storage . Temporary sho rt- lived arrays can not he create d Oil
the fly. All FORTRAI\- 77 program s must declare arra ys 'big enough' for any
future problem size which is very unattractive restr ictio n abscenc in t he cur rent
popular high- levellanguages .
• Lack of numeric portability. P roblems arise with precision when portin g FOR -
TRAI'\ 77 code from one machi ne to another , this means th at the code is UIl-
portable.
• Lack of user-defined structures. In FORTR AN 77 user-defined da ta are not
available as they are in ADA, C, C++, etc ...
• Reliance on unsa fe stor age and sequence association feat ures. In FO RTnA!\" 77.
globa l data is only accessible via t he open-to-abuse common blocks. The rules
which applied to comm on blocks are very lax and call lead to terrible mistakes
5.2 Fortran 90 : New features
FORTH-AX 77 is an essentia l part of Fortran !}O, thus any program that compiles
wit h t he older st andard also compiles wit h the new sta ndard . Roughly spe aking.
FORT HAK 77 constitutes two-t hirds of Fort ran rn [36]. Thus the ma in da ta I.ypes
are still int eger ; real, logi ca l, and charact er. If and DO statements remain the
basis of most cont rol st ructures. As indica ted by Figure 5.1 , some of the new fl:'atun~s
of Fort ran 90 are simp le extens ion s to FORT IL\ !\ 77.
I lnterfilCC Blocks I
I Pointer, I
I Deri~edT)"pes I
I '1000'" I
I Amy,,", "',,", I
I SimpleeXlcnsioostoFORTRAN 77 I
FORTRAN77
Figu re 5.1: Majo r buildi ng blocks of For tr an 90
An exam ple is the free source code form which per mits :
• Any part of a statement to appear anywhere on a line.
• Lp to 132 colum ns per lin e.
• More th an one sta te ment per line
• In-line com ments are allowed
• Upp er and lower case letters arc allowed.
• longer an d more des crip ti ve objec t na mes up to 31 characters
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• Xames call he punc tua ted by underscore, making them more readab le.
Also, a new form of type declarations, charw-tcnzed b)' the presence of a double
colon [c}, makes it possible to spf'l:i fy all attributes of a variable in a single statement .
For tran 90 supports control st ruct ures t hat make it possible to code lengt hy and
complicated programs without using labels, and therefo re it is never necessa ry to use
any fon n of a go to stat ement . im plici t no ne state ment has been made stand ard
in Fortran 90. T Ilt' e nd do is a widely available exte nsion that becom es st andar d in
For tran 90
5, 2.1 Ar ray op er a t ions
III Fort ran 90 new arr ay nperatjons wer e intro duced which ca n perform sim ple array
manip ulattons. Some operators. includ ing, +, -. and • . may be used with a pair of
arrays. Also, many Fort ran 90 intrinsic functions, such as sq r t , aOO. sin. etc .. . mll.~·
be usedwith an lUray argu ment , in which case the funr-tion is applied independently
to each element of the alTay and ret urns an array result 1361. III Fortran 90 we call
deal with sccnons of array like A(m.n,k). Th is sectto u of arra y runs from III 10 n in
ste j__of k, where Ill. n, and k ca n take posi t ive or lIegative values . Another very im-
portant feature of For tr an 90 is tbe introduction of dynamic st orage allocation, which
means sto rage can bo alloca ted and free d du ring program execut ion . An allocatable
array can be decla red and a llocated as in t he following piece of code :
* x-coord ina te of t he A n gu la r gri d point s.
double pr ecision , d ime nsion (:) , al lo ca t ab le :: Apoi ntx
int eg er :: N Rpoint ! Numbe r o f r ad ial poin ts .
a llocate (A po int x( ....R po int ·38) )
de allocat e( Apointx)
Firs t, the keyword all ocatable ap pears in t he att ribute list of Apointx T he co lon
inside the pa renthesis following the keyword d imen sion ind icates that Apoin tx is a
one-dimensional ar ray, The number of colons represents th e number of dimensions
of the allocat able array . When tilt, a llocate statement is executed . a stora ge for
NRpoint · 38 double precision values will II(' allocat ed. and the Apolnt x subscript
will have 1)('('11 declared to haw a lower bound of 1 and an upper bound value of
XR(loillt__'38"~lore than one alloca t able array maybe alloca ted with a sing le allocate
sta tement like
a llocate( A po intx (N R poi nt · 38) . Apointy(~Hpoint ·38) ,
Apoint z("'Rpoint · 38))
When stor age is no longer needed for an al locata ble ar rey, execut ion of dea llocat e
st atement lI"ill fr~ t his sto rage which is a good progra mming practice .
5.2 .2 Deri ved types
Derived types and pointers support much more sophis ticated data structu res t han
haw trad it iona lly been availabl e ill Fort ran. A major new feat ure in Fortran 90 is
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it s supp ort for dat a aggrega tes marie up of individua l pieces of dat a that maybe of
di fferent da ta type s. Derived type enab les the programmer t o group a collection of
relat ed pieces of dat a under a single flame 137]. TIl(' programmer can refer eith er to
individual com ponen ts of the aggrega te or the aggregat e as a whole. The program mer
defines the composit ion of such an aggregat e, and in standar d Fortran 90, each such
definit ion is cons idered as creat ing a new da ta type. T he com ponents of any of the
progra mmer-defined dat a ty pes are of type integer, real . character, and so forth . So
the programmer...defined data typ es are known as 'der ived types ' while the data types
built into the language are ca lled ' intrinsic types' . All exam ple of a deri ved type is:
t ype :: grid.point
double precision ::
double pr ecisio n ::
doubl e precision ::
en d type gr-idrp o ln t
! x-coordinate of grf d .poine
! y-coord lna t e of gr id .point
! z-coos-di nate of g r td . poinr
ty pe( gr id_po int): · a . po lnt
type(gr id_point}, dimensionld) « pointAl
t yp e(grid_point }, dimension(24) :: p ointBl
po intAl%x = (/O .ODO ,O .ODO,O .ODO,O .ODO,Radius,~Radius/)
point A l %y = (/O.ODO,O.ODO,Radius,-Radius,O.ODO,O.ODO/ )
poin t A l %z = (/ R adius,. R ad ius ,O.OD O,O.OD O,O.OD O,O.ODO/ )
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T he series of statements begin ning with type :: gr td . potnt and ending with th e
e nd t ype state ment defines a d er ived type . Th e statement gr id -point :: a .point
declares a .poi nt to he a variable of type grid .po int . T hus. a.po int is a compos-
ite objec t made up of three compone nts , one cor respond ing to the x-coordm ate ,
anot her correspo ndi ng to the y-coordlnate. and a t hird to t he z-ooord inat e. It is
also poss ible to declare an array. each of its clement s is a derived type . T he state-
ment t yp e (gr id .p oi n t ) , di m ensi o n (6 ) :: p oi nt A l declares l)OintA I to he a one--
d imensional array, each of its elements is 11deri ved t)'1-'1.'gridpoint , the next st atement
defines the array poilJt Dl to be an arr ay of the sa/lW type, To refer to ind ivid ual COIll ·
pcnents of the der ived t~'P" , thr- var iable name , point A I , is followed by the percent
sign (%), followed lJy ti ll' component name x, y , or z. Radius is a variable Ihnl is
declared and init iated earlier in the rode
5.2.3 Pointe rs
Concept ually, an ordi nar y variabl e contains data , while a pointer rath er t han contain
data. poin ts to a sto rage area t hat does (361. In Fortr a n 90, a pointer usually point s
to an array of values or to a derived type . A limitati on of an ordinary. nonpotm er
va ria ble is th ai it has a fixed asso ciation wit h a specific dat a objec t. T his limi tat ion
is not shared by a pointer variab le. A programmer ran dynamically change the as..
soci auo n of a pointer during the exec ution so rhnt at 0 111.' lim e it is associated with
one data object and later it is assoctat«t wit h ano ther . T he following is a ll example
of pointer declar atlou:
int eger ::
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double precision, dimension(:), po inter :: X
double p r eci sion , d imension (n) , t a rge t :: Y
X = > Y
a lJocate(X(f\"point ))
The keyword po int er must always be att ribute to th e variable which is declared
as a pointer. T Ilt' presence of the keyword do uble precision ill Ihe decla rati on of the
pointer X mea ns t.hnt. it is capa ble of pointing to IIny ran k tJllI' array of type double
precision. Fortr an 90 sta nda rd requires t ha t ill orde r to be pointed to, a variable
must be gi W'1I the target att ribute. T Ile target must have the same t ype and runk
a,<; t he pointe r var iable. T he n-dimensional array Y i.. a target tha t is pointed at by
the pointer X. T he stateme nt X = > }-" associates X to Y. Later in t be exam ple. th..
associat ion be tween X and Y is bro ken and t he allocate sta teme nt alloca tes a sto rage
for a nameless array of Xpoinr clemcms. A descripti on of the array is placed in X
and X is assoc iated with , points to, the array.
5.2 .4 IVlo d ules
Mod ules are new to Fortr an. A mod ule is 1I. program unit whose fun ction ality can
be exploited by another pro gram uni t whidJ att ach(1; it via the lise statement [371.
Modules e!elllillate the need for common blocks. A modul e can contain the followin g:
• Global objec t declarations. If global data is required, then obj lXls declared ill a
module rau hi." made visible wherever de-in __,(J hy simply attachi ng the module
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• P roced ures declarations. P rocedu res call be encap sulated iuto a module which
will mak e them visible to any program unit which uses the module
• Controlled object accessibility. Variables and proced ures decla rat ions call have
their visibility cont rolled by access statements wit hin the module. It is possible
for specified objec ts to be visible only inside the modul e.
Modules have a very wide rau ge of applications. T hey perm it separately compiled
program units to shar e dat a in a mann er that is less error-prone tha n that provided
by the commo n blocks . In addition , becaus e the modu le can ro ntnin subprograms
as well as da ta specificat ions, it t hus becomes the basis Icr important new ways to
part it ion large programs. Mo dules call he used for globa l definitions, and to provide
func tionality whose internal det ails ar e hidde n from th e user (da ta hiding). The gen-
eral form of II mod ule progra m uni t is given in the following exampl»,
module t yp e .b a sis .s e t
.. m o d u les needed:
USE molecule
USE constants
implicit none
.. Data in this module:
in t eger :: Nat oma
! Molecular informat ion
! Global co ns tants
!T h e n u mber of atoms in the molecule
type b as ie.primirl ve s
double precision EXP ! T h e gaussian ex p o n e nts
d ou bl e precision CONTRC ! The con t r actio n coefficien ts
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end type ba sis.primitives
type b a sis ..set
t ype(basis_primitives), dimensio n f .}, pointer :: ga ussian
e nd ty pe basis.s et
C ONTA IN S ! Fun ctions go her e
Subroutine N O RMA LIZE-.B AS IS
end S ub rout ine NORMAL IZE...BA SIS
.. o th er subprograms could be defined here .
e nd Module t ype.basis.s et
T he first statement in a mod ule consist s of the keyword module followed by the
modul e name. As a module maybe used by a main program, su brou tine subp rogra m,
and funct ion subpr ogram, it could be also used by ano ther module. The first par t
of the modu le given ill the example is reserved to use t he other mod ules that are
needed by thi s OIW . The nex t part declares the var iables of the modu les indllll illg t he
derived types basis .p rimitives and basis .set. T he typebasisset declares a pointe r 10
the typ e basisprimitives
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The source code for all modul e subpro gra ms is placed between a contain s state-
ment and the modu le's e nd sta tement. Th e part of t he module t hat remains when
any subprogra ms it contains and ti ll' con tains statement is removed is called the
sped fica Liotl pan . By default, a module user has access to t he names i.n t he speci-
fication part and t he names of th e subpro grams contained ill t he modul e. To block
th is arcoss. the keyword p r ivate can be employed which minimizes the likelihood of
name dashes.
5.2 .5 Interface b loc ks
Th e inte rface block permit s interfaces between an ext ernal subpro gra m and its caller
to be more complex th an ill previous versions of Fortran . Fort ran 00 permits an array
argument to carry the numbe r of subscr ipt s allowed for each dimension along with t he
beginning add ress of the ar ray, a funct ion to return an arr ay of values, and subp ro-
gram arguments and function result s to be point ers [36,38J. T hese advanced features
represent ILO part icular prob lems for modu le sub programs and Inte rnal subp rograms .
But when these feat ures are used with exte rnal subpr ograms , a new mechanism known
as the " interface body" must be employed. An int erface body permits the program-
mer explicitly to specify every detail of the interface with all external procedur e. For
example, wheth er it is involved as a subrout ine or a function: th e number, order and
dat a types of its argument s: and if it is invoked as a function , the data type of th e
result returned. Anoth er importa nt use of the inte rface block is when there is a need
to define a gl~ nf'ri<: procedure. A generic procedure refers to a set of different proce-
dures with different specific nam es that all haw t he same [generic) name [381. T his is
the C1L~e when the purpose of a set of proced ures is virtually identica l. It is diserab le
to refer t o each of t hem with t he same generic name. Th e type of the argument is
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sufficient to ident ify which of t he specific proce dures is involved in a given reference.
An interface body is always placed inside an inter face block which is a collection of
code sta rting with the keyword int er fac e and ending with the keyword e nd in t er-
fac e . All example for a module defining all interface block used in th e menu pan of
the mae is,
module m enu.g et s
implici t noue
int erface G E T _"value
module procedure GET.Jntege r
module procedure GET_inte gerS
m o du le proc edure G ET-.re a l
m odule pr ocedure GET J ogical
m odule p r oc edure G ET...st r ing
module procedure GE T _t itl e
module procedure GET.H lst
mo d ule p roc edure G ET ..Rlist
end interface
conta ins
su broutine G ET .j nt eg e r
su b ro utine G ET...st r ing
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e nd :L\.fODUL E menu .gets
GET.valu e is t he gen er ic na me for a generic procedure which returns different data
types integer, real, ...etc, depending on th e data type of t he argument as specified by
t he caller. GET j nteger, GBT ..real, ...etc , are the specific names of t he procedur es
which do the actual work when the generic procedure is called. Their definitions are
conta ined in t he module.
5 .3 Numerical Integration Code
To evaluate th e num erica l int egra tion of the cha rge density over a molecule, see Fig.
ure 5.2, we need to:
1- De termine t he coord inates of the rad ial po int s, a nd co nsequently t he
pos it ions of t he spher ical gri ds , an d their rad ia l weight s .
In t he ease of t he SG-l grid . Eu lcr-Xl aclaurin scheme was used:
m[ (5.1)
(' .2)
wi is the weight of the point f j. R is the atomic radi us (as given in Ta ble 4.1), and N"
is the number of t he radial points, In t he ease of t he grid developed by O. Trcutler
and R. Ahlrir-h, it will be refered as TA grid , Gauss-C hebyshev scheme was applied:
NT+ 1 - 2j 2 [ 2 , ~ jT. ] j r. jr.·tj=~+; 1+ 3sH1 ( X T+ l) xcos( ,V' +I ) sill(NT+l )
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(5.3)
(5.'1)
The poin ts {Xj} defined on the interval [-1 , 1] were mapped onto the inte rval [0, 00]
using, ~14,
(.1.5)
where C ami (t an, par ame ters defined in section ,1.2.
2- To calcula t e t he co or d in a t es of t he p oin t s on t h e con ce-n t r ic sp h er ica l
she lls an d t he ir weigh t s
T hese point s constitute t he angu lar grids and are given by Lcbcd ev's grids. T he
inte grat ion of th e char ge density over the surface of a sph ere of rad ius unity is given
by E(j. 2.38
T he definit ions of the points (/; (1:\ b/ k ), el k) and d;(k ) ar e given in sect ion 2.5. T IIf'
subroutine N I1\.L G ill calls the su brout ines A ngula r .gr ldt , Ang ula r .g r tdz , A n-
guler.grtda , and Angular ...grid4 to build 50 spherical shells around each atom.
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The subrou tine N HvL T A calls the subro ut ines Angular...grid5, A ng ular...grid6 ,
and A ngular ...grid 4 to build 30 angular grids around each atom of t he molecule.
3- To ca lc u lat e the charge density at eac h gr id p oin t.
From Eq, 1.13 t he charge density is given by
(5.7)
where Pi j is a densi ty ma trix element. Q;(r) uud dlj{r) arc basis functions. Both of
NIr-.L G iIl and N l i\LTA us<'t he subroutine geLdensity to calculate p(r ).
4- To obtain t he nuclea r we ight functions t(,·;(r) .
T he subrout ine Bccke w implements the algorit hm given ill sectio n 3.3 to calculate
thes e functions .
T he leas t number of grid points for a given at om is 3300. T hus. calling the subrout ines
get-density and B eckew for each grid point would he expensive. To make the code
more efficient , get-d ensity and Beck ew were called only once for the whole set of
grid points of (·ach atom. The following piece of code, from l\ Tl\LG ill demonstrates
how this can be achieved :
int eger :: t ot ..Na point ! Tot.al uumlmr of angualr points .
integer :: N R po intl ! T he number of radial points iD the first region.
int eg er :: JApo int , lApoint ! Any angularpoints, J and .I.
integer :: jbegn ! T lw first angula r point in any of the five subre gions.
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integer:: lend ! The last angular point ill any of the subregions.
* T he rad ial points of the first regton .
double p r eci sion , d im en sio n (:) , a llocatable :: Rad l
* Th e radia l points of the five regions.
double precision, dimension (:) . allocatable :; Had
* T hree alloca table arr ays to hold the x, y, and z coordinates
" of t he angul ar points in one of the five regions
do ub le precision , di me nsion{:), a llocatable :: ApointX, ApointY, ApointZ
«Angular weight of the points of one of the five regions.
double pr ec ision , di mensio n ( :) , a llocatable :: Awe ight
* Th ree alloc ata ble arrays to hold the x. y. and z coordinates
* of all of the angular points of the whole acorn
do u ble pr ecision, dimension {:) , all oc atab le :: NAp ointX, N A p oint Y ,
N Apoin tZ
* The weight. of all of t he grid points acrordiug to Betk e's definit ion
do uhle precision, d ime nsion (: ) , allocata ble :: weight
• The charge density of all of the grid points.
double precisio n , d im ension (:) , a llocatable u charge
* TIle angula r weight of all of t he angular points.
dou ble precision, dimen siou (:) , a llocata ble :: to t.Aweight
all ocate (N Apoi nt X(tot.NApoint) , NA pointY (tot ..NApoint),
N ApointZ (tot..NApoint ), tot ...Awei gh t (t ot .NApoillt ) )
allo cate (ApointX(NRpointl*6) , ApointY(NRpo in tl *6 ),
Ap ointZ(NR pointl*6))
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a llocate (Aweight (N R p oillt l *6), Radl (NRpoilltl»
R adl (l :N Rpointl ) = Rad(l:NRpointl )
call Angular ~rid l (Radl , NRpoi ntl , Ap oi ntX, Apo intY,
ApointZ, Aweight)
J Ap oint ::: 0
jbegn = 1
l en d = N R p ointl*6
do lApoint = jb egn ,Iend
JApoint = JApoint + 1
NApointx(IApoint) = ApointX(JApoint ) + CART E SIANS% X( Iat om )
NApointY(IApoint ) = ApointY(JApoint ) + CARTESIA NS%Y (Iatom)
NApointZ(IApoint) = ApointZ(JA p oill t ) + CA RTESIANS%Z (Ia tom)
tOL A weight( IApoint ) = Aweight(JAp oint )
end do
deallocat e (A point X, A pointY, Ap oint Z, Awei ght, Radf)
Both subroutines, NI l\L Gill and NI l\.LTA divide the atomic space into sub regions.
Five subregions in the case ofSG-l grid ami three subregions ill the case afTA grid. III
t he abo ve example, which pres ent s tile first region from N IM _GiIl , the total number
of angular points of any sub region is not known at the beginning of the compiling, and
t hus the tota l number of angular points of the whole of the atom under ronslde rat ion
ls not known. Once th e number of angular points for each sub region is calculated.
the arrays ApoinrX , ApolnrY , and Apoint Z are dynamically allocat ed to hold the x,
y and z coordinates of t he angular points of t hat region. Also, the arrays i\;ApoilltX,
1\Apoint'l and :"Apoi nt Z are dynam ically allocated to hold the x, y, and z coordi-
nates of t he total number of angular points for the whole atom. Then N I!\L G ill
G2
calls t he subrou t ine Angular~rid l which takes as input t he rad ial points stored
in the array Rad l , and Rad l's dimension sto red in NRpo intl. Angular...grid! re-
turns t he angular point>;and t heir ang ular weight in the arrays ApointX , ApointY.
ApointZ , and Aweight. Angular_gridl assumes t hat the ato m is at the origin of
the coordinate system . To obtain tile act ual x. y, and 1 coordinates of the angu lar
point s according to t he real spacia l position of t he atom, the statements :
NApointx(IA poillt ) = A poi ntX(J Ap oint) + CART ESIANS%X (Iat om)
N Apo intY(IApo int ) := A po int Y(J A point) + C ARTE SIANS%Y(Ia to m )
NA po intZ(IA point) := Apoi ntZ(JApoin t ) + C ARTESIANS% Z(Ia tom)
"are executed, where C ARTES IANS is a derived typ e. T he x, y. and z coordin eres :
of an atom are componen ts of t his deri ved type. Also. these three sta tements store
t he angula r points of t he first subregion in the arrays ,;\ApointX , NApointY , and
XApointZ . T he la..t statement in the above example dea llocat es the arrays ApointX,
ApointY , Apoint.Z, Aweight , and Rad l. The same process is repea ted for each one of
the subregions and lat er the arrays NApoin tX, NApoint'l, anti :\ApointZ will hold
all x, Y, and z coordinates of all of t he ang ular points of thc atom under conside ratio n.
The st ate ments:
a lloca te (charge (to LNApoint ) , weight (to t -.NApoint »
ca ll ge t .densley (NApointX , N ApointY, NA point Z, tot -.NApoint , cha rg e)
call Bockew (N Ap oint X , N Apo intY, NA po intZ , t ot-.NA p oint , la tom ,
B ..sltr , weig ht)
alloca te the arrays charge , weight dynam ically with the size of t he total number of
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angu alr points "tot_'JA point". and call the subrout ines ge t-de ns it y and Becke w
with the whole set of angular points only once. T he variabl e Iat om stan ds for the
a tomnumber I, while B~"ltl is all arra y cont aining th e Bra gg-Slater radii of the atoms
HtoAr.
wh.ich
moleculargrid?
TAgrid
~I
6'
Figu re 5.2: Diagram for t he numerical integra tio n of the charge dt'l\sity
Chapter 6
P erformance of the numerical
integration code: Numerical resu lts
6.1 In troduct ion
A set of ato ms and molecules ranging in size from He to C lO li lOCl2 was used to test
the perfo rma nce of t he two subroutines N l l\ILG ili and NIl\L TA. T he ato ms and
molecu les were chosen carefu lly .;;0 that they cover a fairly large range of electro ns,
from He (2 electro ns) to Cw HlOCIz(l 0.1 electrons]. Some of the molecules are tran-
sition state str uctures , while the othe rs are ground state st ructures. The input file 1.0
integra te t he elect ron densi ty of a molecule, say CC14 , is as follows:
mo lecul e
t it le= "C CI4"
Z-m atrix
! co m mand for defin ing a molec u le
! co m mand for de fin ing t he Z· m a t r ix
c
c i.i c ocr,
CL2 c ccr, c i.i eLeCL
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CL3 e eCL CLI CLCC L CL2 120
CL4 C CC L CLI CLCCL CL2 -120
end ! Z-ma trix
define
CCL = 1.711
CLCCL = t etra
end ! define
end ! mole cule
basis na rueee 6- 31G * end
OEP
method = Gill
en d
output object =CH AR G E _D EN SIT Y :AT OM IC...NUl\1ER ICA L
end
st op
Tile inpu t, tile starts by defillill~ the Z-I/Iatri x of CCI4 • The command OEP informs
the code which grid will be used for numerical integrat ion. In the above example, the
keyword G ill sta nds COl'SG-l grid , the standard grid introduced by P. ;\1. W. Gill
ot al. [29]. If the required integrati on grid is TA grid suggested by O. Treutler and
It Ahlnchs [31], the keyword TA should Iw used. The result of runni ng the above
input file is an output file which conta ins the following.
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Welcom e to M unga uss ~ De velopment vers ion (May 23, 2001 )
Free form at Z-l\Iatr ix for : CCl4
C
CLI C CCL
CL 2 C CCL CL I erect.
CL3 C CCL C LI e Le CL CL 2 120
CL 4 C CCL CL I e LeCL C L2 M120
VARIABLES:
oc t, = 1.71100000 or.ccr, = 109 .47122
Atomic elect ron de nsities :
ato m e lectro n de nsi t y
7 .0 189343 773 1397
16. 776 1444 0 15232
16.751745 1354538
16.7 22057143 7624
16.7244282733 172
Total electron densit y : 73 .9933 093313705
C PUtime (seco nds) : 154.404 9
In add ition , the out put file conta ins informat ion related to t he geometr y of the
molecule and its energy. T he elect ron density of narh atom is print ed according
to its order i ll the Zcmatri x . Tota l electro n density is the tota l nnmhnr of electrons
for t he molecule, while Cl-Utlme is the total calculat ion t ime in seconds
The rest of this chapte r discusses the performance of bot h SG-l and TA integration
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grids in integrating the electron densitv of the test atoms and molecules in term s of
both t he accura cy and the efficiency. Accuracy is defined in ter ms of the error of
the calculat ed tot alnumber of electrons of 11 molecule against the exact total numbe r
of elect rons of th at molecule. Another measure of accuracy is the capabil ity of the
integration grid to assign equa l atom ic electron dens ities of symmetric atoms. The
efficiency of t he integr at ion met hod is given by the CPU time.
6.2 Total n u m ber of e lect rons
The to tal number of electrons for a set of moloculrscont ain ing only hydrogen and
carbon atoms was calcula ted . These molecule- are CH 4, C2H.h CZH4 , Cz1l6 , C41I1O•
C"H14, C, H16 , C9Hzo, Cl\lHn , CllH:t4 , C9H li (TS), and C1z HI6( TS), where 'IS sta nds
for transi tion state structure . The rest of the molecules are ground state structure.
Table 6.1 gives the exact number of electrons and the calcula ted numbe r of elect rons
using SG-l integra tion grid and TA integra tion grid for tbe molecules under consid-
eratio n. Table 6.1 shows t hat both grids overestimate the totalnumbcr of electrons
ill ground state str uctures , except for TA grill ill t he (:11se of CH~ , and underestimate
the total numb er of electrons in transi tio n state structures.
Figure 6,1 shows t he relationship between t he exact number of electrons and the error
ill the calculated numbe r of electrons for both gr ids. Both iutegrutio n grids perform
quit e simila rly except for t he molecules ~Iho , CIOHz,i , and Cll 1£21 , where TA grid
overestima tes tile number of electro ns more than SG~l grid. While the error for a ll of
th e molecules is less than 0.1, the error for th e IIlOle('1\I('$ in thrdr tra nsit ion state is
underest ima ted by as Hlll el J as 0.5.511 (C9I-1 J4( TS) (SG-1 grid)) , much larger th an t hat
of the molecules in the ground state. T his should not be surp risin g since transit ion
state structures generally have howl lengths which arc longer than in ground stat e
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stru ctur es, Thus, the elect ronic charge is distributed over a larger space, and as the
nuclear weight funct ions decay to zero away from the nuclei, a portion of the electron
de nsity is not accounted for.
Tab le 6.1: Tota l number of electrons using SG-l and TA integration grids for
molecules containing only C an d H atoms
molecule 80-1 grid TA grid
CH4 10 10,0007 9.9961
c.u, H 14.0106 14.0121
CZH4 16 16.0087 16.010 9
C2H6 18 18'()()62 18.£)020
C4HjQ :H 34.0057 34.0047
C6 H l 4 50 50.00 51 50 .01BI
C7H I 6 58 58.W·,)D 58.0;H 6
C91I 14 (TS) 68 67.4489 67.4;)5 2
C9H20 74 74.0048 74.0;:;65
C IOII22 82 82.0018 82.066
Cd1u;(TS) 88 87.5130 87.4990
ClJ H~4 90 90,00 44 90.0670
Table 6.2 presents the exact number of electrons and the error ill the calcula ted num-
ber of electrons for atoms and molecules containing a toms from t he first and second
rows of the periodic tah le. Figure 6.2 , shows th e error as a funcrlo n of the 1I111ILbcr
of the electron s for all molecu les fro m He to CIOHIOCh including thos e cont ain ing C
and H at oms onl y. It shows t rends simi lar to those ill Figur e 6.1: t ransition state
st ructu res have la rger errors than ground s tate struct ures, SG- I and TA inte gra tion
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gridshavealmost the same accuracybut forthe molecules C;H20 , C1GH22• andC11H24,
SG-l grid is more accurate than TA grid.
0.1.,----------- ----- - - - - ,
0.0 ....
TA
so.i
-o.t
-<l.2
Em..
-o.a
-<l.4
-o.s
12010080604020
-o.s -I---~--~--~--~---~-__J
o
Exactnumberofelectrons
Figure 6. 1: The error in the calcula ted total number of elect rons versus the exact
totalnumber of electrons for molecules containing C and H atoms.
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Table 6.2: Total number of electron s using SG-I a nd 'fA integration grids for
molecules colltain ing atoms of the first and second rows of th e periodic table
mole cule SO-l grid TA grid
He 2.0000 2.00 00
C 5.9 999 6.000.'i
]'\ r 10 9.99 90 10.00 10
H~O 10 10.0007 9,9995
='i1I3 10 10.0011 9.999.1
~Ig 12 12.0000 11.995 5
ucx 14 14.01l 4 140m~8
COHz 16 Hd n 47 16,0113
CH) :-;'H 16 lfi. 0129 Hi.0 163
-" 18 IS.nOOO 18.0060
C1I3F 18 18.0011 18.00 14
CH3NHz 18 18.0068 17.999·{
CH30H 18 18.0079 18.0 122
CH3CI 26 26.0066 26 .0071
CI2 31 34.0070 34.0136
CHF3 34 33.9628 33.9603
FCIO~ 42 42.0040 42.007U
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continued
molecu le exact SG-I grid TA grid
cm,r, 16 46.03U 46,02%
FCIO:1 50 50.0542 50.0520
CIHF4 54 54.0425 54.0:n7
PF , 60 60.0174 60.0242
SiHCl 3 66 65.9339 65.9258
CCl 4 74 73.9933 74.0076
C7HI 4Siz(TS) 84 83.5428 83.5060
C7H7l\30Z(TS) 86 85 .3110 85.52 53
ClO HIOFz 88 87.6468 87.6;J06
C1OHlOClz 104 1O.1.827,j 103.8165
.._----
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6.3 Atomic ele ct ro n d ensity
Alt hough, 5G-l and TA integrati on grids calculate the to ta l number of electrons to
a reasonable accura cy, Ta ble 6.:3,,110'.1"5 t hat. they fail to calculate reasonable electron
densiti es bel ongi ng to each atom in a molecul e. For inst ance, in a mo lecule like CHF3 •
one would expect t he hydrogen atom to be pos it ively charg ed while t he three fluorin e
ato ms to be negatively char ged . However, both SC·l grid and TA grid pred ict th e
hydrogen atom to be negat ively charged , 1.4336 in ewe of 50-1 grid and 1.OIJ95 ill
case of TA grid. 5G -l grid pred icts t he fluorine at oms to be only "slig ht ly" negntive ly
charged, 9.16-14, 9. 1587, 9.Hi24, whil e TA grid pre dicts two of th em to be posi t ively
charged, 8.9967, 8.9996. T he same analysis app lies to the rest of the molecules ill
Ta ble 6.3. T he failure of TA and SG-l in assigning sensible electron densit ies to ill-
divi dual at oms is a result of the fact t hat Becke's scheme divides the molecular space
into fuzzy overlapping vo rono i polyhedra cells. T herefore t he boundary of each atom
is not defined and consequ ent ly. the numbe r of elec trons be long ing to Pilch at nru is
not accu rate. It is inte resti ng th at although of dividing t he mol ecular space ill th is
fuzzy way, t he electron densit ies of a toms st ill add up to the right num ber of the total
electrons.
Also, since ClIF .1 has C.1, . symmet ry, t he fluorine atoms should have the sa me elec-
tra il density. Bot h of t.Il(~ grids violat e t he symm et ry of t he mole cule, and the fluor ine
at oms haw different electron densities. Angular grids aro und sym metr ic; atoms do
not pres erve this sym metry. Th is is illustrated in Figure 6.3. T he poin ts 1"1 and 1"2
in t he wate r molecule ar e equivalent by sym met ry and th us p(rd "" p(rz). But , in
ter ms of angul ar grids, point r l corresponds to t he poi nt ra, not ra . which may haw
different val ue for the electron dens ity,
Ta ble 6.3: At.'-?! lJir electron densities using SG-l and TA grids
molecule SG-l TA
ci,
ell 17.0048 17.0080
CI2 17.0022 17.0()55
el:hel
C 4.8 17-1 5.7239
Cl 16.7020 17.1599
HI 1.1857 1.0,110
H2 1.4844 1.0396
H3 1.4872 1.0127
CHFa
C 5.0438 5 9512
H 1.4336 1.0095
>'1 !U6H 9.0038
F2 9.1587 8.996 7
F3 9.1624 8.9996
ClHF 4
Cl 14.5714 16.4788
111 1.5874 0.8526
F I 9.4710 9. 1751
F2 9.4707 9 ,1747
F:I 9.4714 9,1755
>'4 9.4706 9.1749
7G
molecul e SG·l TA
FCI0 3
Cl 14.7507 16.3111
9.3905 8.9709
01 8.6127 8.9709
02 R.6327 8.2513
03 8.6.376 8.2 551
PF..;
p 12.6694 14.545a
F1 9.5055 9.14 19
F2 9.4502 9,0700
£0'3 9.5111 9.1427
F4 9.4404 9.0600
F5 9.4408 9.0603
SiHCh
S; 12.9652 13;64.5-1
H 1.740 1 1.0783
ell 17.0818 17.0737
ce 17.0688 17.0596
CJ:3 17.0779 17.0687
-------
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CUhF3
Cl 14.3676 16.2919
HI 1.5295 0.8111
F I 9.6704 9.4454
112 1.7467 0.9409
F2 9.3583 9.2699
F3 9.3589 9.2701
C7H,;'h O:z
CI 5.1768 5.596,1
C5 5.41 96 5.8980
111 1.:3307 U.9247
H5 1.5216 1.0514
C2 5.3688 5.8 753
C4 5..3489 5.8400
H2 1.5091 1.0148
H4 1.4574 0.9816
C3 5.0778 5.8,199
H3 1..1634 1.00·11
HG 1.5083 1.0058
N7 7.176:3 7.1507
N8 7.1525 7.1266
C6 ,).6137 5.8731
C9 3.6408 5.9 010
0 6 8.3381 8.2531
09 8.3449 8.2605
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NlO 6.6351 7.0010
119 1.4270 0.9174
H6 1.5083 1.0058
X7 7.1763 7.1507
1\'8 7.1525 7.1266
C6 5.6137 5.8731
C9 5.6408 5.9010
0 6 8.3381 8.2:i31
0 9 8.3449 8.2605
)\;10 6.635 1 7.00l 0
H9 1.4270 (l .9174
0 9 8.34 19 8.260[i
:\10 6.635 1 7.0010
lI9 1..1270 0.9174
Cl:2IIHi
ci &.1214 5.6218
C2 5.4 751 5.9359
C3 5.5893 6.0723
C4 5.4582 5.9682
C5 .1.0612 5.8558
C6 4.9 709 5.7653
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HI 1.5178 1.0713
112 1...1182 0.9810
113 1.5176 1.IH06
H4 1.4571 1.0033
II"A 1.4 749 1.0492
HSB 1.4804 l.05U)
116:\ l.4 .,)32 I .O·H5
H6D 1.4933 1.06 11
C7 5.45.:.5 5.95&1
C' SATIO 5.9540
C9 5.5 102 5.9867
CIO 5.4800 5.9862
ell .').0607 5.8588
e1 2 5.0773 5.8719
H7 l .li214 1.04 16
ns 1.5139 1.0256
119 lA 973 1.0389
HIO 1.5O&t 1.0583
HilA I An6 1.0573
HlI D 1....869 1.0398
1Il2A 1.4836 l.Qj6 7
H13A 1.-1778 1.0434
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ClOHlOF2
ci 5.2696 5.70£2
C2 5.4;)99 ;-).9226
C3 5.5228 6. 0003
Gl 5.3319 5.9229
C5 5.48 36 '),9435
C6 5.4891 5 .9{H3
C7 5.3692 .').97-12
C8 5.4391 5.9063
C9 ;>.5201 fl.9958
C IO 5.4896 5.9663
HI 1.4584 1.0086
H2 1.4550 1.0089
I t I 1.4743 1.0216
H41 1.4714 1.0222
F 42 9.2!H6 9.1242
Ii.') 1.4669 l. OU D
H6 1.4720 1.0024
F 71 9.28[)3 9.1114
H72 !A 7lS l. 01l 9
H8 U SgS 1.0229
H9 1.4648 1.0061
HID lAM5 0.9071
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molecule SG-l TA
C71I14Si 2
CI 5.1959 5.683 6
C2 5.4801 5.9627
III 1.4927 l.()5g:3
H2 1A0 07 0.9 730
C3 4.9979 5.757 8
C4 ,:\.(1962 5.8630
113 1.4558 1.0232
II4 1.4969 1.0445
Il r, 1.5011 1.0610
Hf 1.4626 1.0326
C5 5.4773 5.9390
C6 5.5118 5.9767
C7 6.5791 6.3126
H7 1.5305 1.0327
H8 1.5222 1.025 1
Sil 11.7603 13.4858
Si2 11.7626 13.4703
fl9 1.6338 1.1398
1110 1.6195 1.1389
H ll 1.6300 1.1357
1Il2 1.6323 1.l20S
Hl.3 1.6439 1.1265
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C9 Hu(TS)
ci 5. 1780 5.631 3
C5 E>A6 11 5.9i2-1
1lI 1.379:3 0.9707
H5 1.5557 1.0836
C2 4.!.l880 5.8066
C' 4.99.')4 .':).8174
HZA 1.4608 1.0411
RIA 1.459·\ 1.0392
H2R 1.4961 1.0273
H4B 1.5001 1.0300
CG 5.4951 6.0018
C7 5.4817 5.9968
C8 5.877 9 6.108 1
H6 1.4801 1.0060
117 1.5132 1.0321
C9 4.7060 5.7666
CIO 4.689 0 5.7646
H9B 1.'1592 1.06,) 9
119G 1.4666 1.0Glll
H9D 1.4464 1.0S70
1I10B 1.4564 1.0569
HI De 1.4599 1.0659
mnu L I427 1.0529
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Figur e 6.3: Th e symmetry"problem illustr at ed in H20 molecule
6.4 Efficiency: CPU timing
In this sect ion CPU time is usedas a cri terion to compare the efficiency of both the
SG- l and TA integration gr ids. The following piece of code calculates the CPU time:
call CPU-time(t begin}
call CPU_ time(tend )
.tcpu = tend , tb egin
The function CPU.time (Fort ran 95 intrinsi c function) was called at the beginn ing
of botb grids and the initial time of execut ion wassto red in the variable tbegin . At
the end of both grids the CP U ti me functio n wascalled again and the final time was
sto red in the variable tend . The variable tcpu contains the time of execution of
th e ind ivid ual grid which also includes the time req uired to perfo rm the SCF (self
consistent field). The CP U time calculated in this way is stilI reliab le in comparing
th e efficiency of both grids , since SCF t ime is independent of the integration grid for
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the same molecule. Table 6.4 presents the CPU ti me for both grids for all the test
molecules. From Table 6.4 , it is d ear that the CP U time forTA is always sma ller than
CP U t ime for SG-l excep t for C41I1O, and PF u, where, the c pr; tim e is almost the
Thus , TA integra tion grid is, in general, more efficient than SG-l integratio n
grid.
Table 6.'1: Total CPU time using SG-l and TA (seconds)
molecule 8G-l TA
CH3Cl 11.0 37.3
CHF3 63.1 53.6
ClH2F3 82.8 70.4
CIHF4 107.'1 90.3
rcioa 113.1 94.6
C4HlO 119.1 121.8
SiHCI3 128.1 108.0
PF, 156.3 157.3
Cf H 11 351.3 3072
C7Hw 541.2 464.4
C9 H20 lO98 .6 947.7
C7 Hr NJ02 1469.4 1248.9
C1oH:n 1525.7 1321.4
C9H j1 1541.3 1336.7
C9H u 1545.4 1341.4
ClOH9F~ 1902.9 1706.3
Cr ll 14Si2 1922.4 1669.3
Cn ll 24 2010.9 1748.8
C12 H16 303:W 2612.8
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work
7.1 Conclusion s
T he two thr ee-d imensional integration grids SG-I and TA have almost the same
accuracy except for the molecules CwHn and CI1 H~4 where SG-l grid is superio r to
TA. gr id. However, TA grid is more efficient t hun t he SG-l grid in term s of CPU
time for almost all of the molecules. For tr ansit ion sta te stru ctures , the error in the
int egra ti on of tile elect ron density is, in genera l, much larger t han in ground st ate
structure which couldlead to a serious error if the se int egra tion t echniques are used
in DFT energy calculat ions. Any numerica l integr atio n algorit hm based on Becke's
scheme to calculate 1I11:' electron densit ies of individual atoms is seriously inaccur ate.
So far, Baller's theory is is still the only reliable method for calculating meaningful
atom ic electron densit ies.
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7.2 Future Work
One of the interesti ng problems tha t could b e pur sued is to solve the symmet ry
problem . A possible soluti on to this problem could be to associate it coordinate
system with each atom inste ad of a single coordi nate system for t he whole molecule.
T he atomic coordinate syste m would have to reflect the environ ment th e atom is in
In this way, atoms equivalent by symmetry would have the same local coordinates
and therefore t he same inn-grution grid.
Anothe r illtl'rest.ing problem is to 11S(' this cod!' to calculate the energy using OFT
and investiga te t he effect of the quality of the numerica l intcgr ut.ion technique 0 11 t he
energy ca lculations espicially the ouos in ground st ate structures versus transition
stat e str uctur es.
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